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1 Introduction 

1.a Dissecting human disease in the postgenomic era 
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Introduction 

• The complete genome sequence of humans and of many other species 

provides a new starting point for understanding our basic genetic makeup 

and how variations in our genetic instructions result in disease.  

• The pace of the molecular dissection of human disease can be measured by 

looking at the catalog of human genes and genetic disorders identified so 

far in Mendelian Inheritance in Man and in OMIM, its online version, which 

is updated daily (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim). 

 

(V. A. McKusick, Mendelian Inheritance in Man (Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, Baltimore, ed. 

12, 1998)) 
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Introduction 
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Introduction 

 

• OMIM Statistics for November 1, 2009: Number of entries 
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Introduction 

• Beginning in 1986, map-based gene discovery (positional cloning) became 

the leading method for elucidating the molecular basis of genetic disease. 

• Almost all medical specialties have used this approach to identify the 

genetic causes of some of the most puzzling human disorders.  

• Positional cloning has also been used reasonably successfully in the study of 

common diseases with multiple causes (so-called complex disorders), such 

as type I diabetes mellitus and asthma.  
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Positional cloning 

 

(http://www.molecularlab.it/public/data/GFPina/200924223125_positional%20cloning.JPG)



 
 

Terminology 

• BAC: Bacterial Artificial Chromosome. A type of cloning vector derived from 

the naturally-occurring F factor episome. A BAC can carry 100 - 200 kb of 

foreign DNA / YAC: Yeast Artificial Chromosome 

• Cloning vector: A DNA construct capable of replication within a bacterial or 

yeast host that can harbor foreign DNA, facilitating experimental 

manipulation of that DNA segment. 

• Complex disease: Condition caused by many contributing factors. Such a 

disease is also called a multifactorial disease. 

- Some disorders, such as sickle cell anemia and cystic fibrosis, are 

caused by mutations in a single gene.  

- Common medical problems such as heart disease, diabetes, and obesity 

likely associated with the effects of multiple genes in combination with 

lifestyle and environmental factors.  
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Introduction 

• With the availability of the human genome sequence and those of an 

increasing number of other species, sequence-based gene discovery is 

complementing and will eventually replace map-based gene discovery. 

• These and other recent developments in the field have caused a paradigm 

shift in biomedical research: 

Structural genomics   Functional genomics 

Genomics   Proteomics 

Map-based gene discovery  Sequence-based gene discovery 

Monogenic disorders  Multifactorial disorders 

Specific DNA diagnosis  Monitoring of susceptibility 

Analysis of one gene  Analysis of multiple genes in gene families, pathways, or systems 

Gene action  Gene regulation 

Etiology (specific mutation)   Pathogenesis (mechanism) 

One species  Several species 
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Introduction 

 

• Initial analyses of the completed chromosomal sequences suggest that the 

number of human genes is lower than expected.  

• These findings are consistent with the idea that variations in gene 

regulation and the splicing of gene transcripts explain how one protein can 

have distinct functions in different types of tissue. 

• At the beginning of the 21
st

 century, it also seemed likely that obvious 

deleterious mutations in the coding sequences of genes are responsible for 

only a fraction of the differences in disease susceptibility between 

individuals, and that sequence variants affecting gene splicing and 

regulation must play an important part in determining disease 

susceptibility.  
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Introduction 

• As only a small proportion of the millions of sequence variations in our 

genomes will have such functional impacts, identifying this subset of 

sequence variants is a challenging task. 

• The success of global efforts to identify and annotate sequence variations in 

the human genome, which are called single-nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNPs), is reflected in the abundance of SNP databases 

- www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP, 

- http://snp.cshl.org,  

- http://hgbase.cgr.ki.se.  

• However, the follow-up work of understanding how these and other 

genetic variations regulate the phenotypes (visual characteristics) of human 

cells, tissues, and organs will occupy biomedical researchers for all of the 

21st century 
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1.b Population-based genetic association studies 

Introduction 

• The goal of population association studies is to identify patterns of 

polymorphisms that vary systematically between individuals with different 

disease states and could therefore represent the effects of risk-enhancing 

or protective alleles. 

  
(Balding 2006) 
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Introduction 

• When performing a genetic association study, there are a number of pitfalls 

one should be aware of. 

• Perhaps the most crucial one is related to the realization that some 

patterns may arise simply by chance.  

• To distinguish between true and chance effects, there are two routes to be 

taken: 

- Set tight standards for statistical significance 

- Only consider patterns of polymorphisms that could plausibly have 

been generated by causal genetic variants (use understanding of 

human genetic history or evolutionary processes such as recombination 

or mutation) 

- Adequately deal with distorting factors, including missing data and 

genotyping errors (quality control measures) 
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Introduction 

 

• Hence, the key concept in a (population-based) genetic association study is 

linkage disequilibrium. 

 
 

• This gives the rational for performing genetic association studies 
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Types of genetic association studies 

 

• Candidate polymorphism 

- These studies focus on an individual polymorphism that is suspected of 

being implicated in disease causation. 

• Candidate gene 

- These studies might involve typing 5–50 SNPs within a gene (defined to 

include coding sequence and flanking regions, and perhaps including 

splice or regulatory sites).  

- The gene can be either a positional candidate that results from a prior 

linkage study, or a functional candidate that is based, for example, on 

homology with a gene of known function in a model species. 
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Types of genetic association studies 

 

• Fine mapping 

- Often refers to studies that are conducted in a candidate region of 

perhaps 1–10 Mb and might involve several hundred SNPs.  

- The candidate region might have been identified by a linkage study and 

contain perhaps 5–50 genes. 

• Genome-wide 

- These seek to identify common causal variants throughout the genome, 

and require ≥300,000 well-chosen SNPs (more are typically needed in 

African populations because of greater genetic diversity).  

- The typing of this many markers has become possible because of the 

International HapMap Project and advances in high-throughput 

genotyping technology 
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Types of population association studies  

• The aforementioned classifications are not precise: some candidate-gene 

studies involve many hundreds of genes and are similar to genome-wide 

scans.  

• Typically, a causal variant will not be typed in the study, possibly because it 

is not a SNP (it might be an insertion or deletion, inversion, or copy-number 

polymorphism).  

• Nevertheless, a well-designed study will have a good chance of including 

one or more SNPs that are in strong linkage disequilibrium with a common 

causal variant. 
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Analysis of population association studies  

• Statistical methods that are used in pharmacogenetics are similar to 

those for disease studies, but the phenotype of interest is drug response 

(efficacy and/or adverse side effects).  

• In addition, pharmacogenetic studies might be prospective whereas 

disease studies are typically retrospective.  

• Prospective studies are generally preferred by epidemiologists, and 

despite their high cost and long duration some large, prospective cohort 

studies are currently underway for rare diseases.  

• Often a case–control analysis of genotype data is embedded within these 

studies, so many of the statistical analyses that are discussed in this 

chapter can apply both to retrospective and prospective studies.  

• However, specialized statistical methods for time-to-event data might be 

required to analyse prospective studies. 
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Analysis of population association studies 

• Design issues guide the analysis methods
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Analysis of population association studies  

Design issues guide the analysis methods to choose from: 

(Cordell and Clayton, 2005)

based genetic association studies 
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(Cordell and Clayton, 2005)  
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Analysis of population association studies  

• The design of a genetic association study may refer to 

- subject design (see before) 

- marker design: 

� Which markers are most informative? Microsatellites? SNPs? CNVs? 

� Which platform is the most promising? 

- study scale: 

� Genome-wide  

� Genomic 
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Analysis of population association studies  

• Marker design 

- Recombinations that have occurred since the most recent common 

ancestor of the group at the locus can break down associations of 

phenotype with all but the most tightly linked marker alleles.  

- This permits fine mapping if marker density is sufficiently high (say, ≥1 

marker per 10 kb). 

- When the mutation entered into the population a long time ago, then a 

lot of recombination processes may have occurred, and hence the 

haplotype harboring the disease mutation may be very small. 

- This favors typing a lot of markers and generating dense maps 

- The drawback is the computational and statistical burden involved 

with analyzing such huge data sets. 
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Analysis of population association studies  

• Scale of genetic association studies 

 

 

 

candidate gene approach 

 

vs 

 

genome-wide screening  approach 

 

Can’t see the forest for the 

trees 

Can’t see the trees for the 

forest 
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Analysis of population association studies  

• Direct versus indirect associations 

- The two direct associations that are indicated in the figure below, 

between a typed marker locus and the unobserved causal locus, cannot 

be observed, but if r
2
 (a measure of allelic association) between the two 

loci is high then we might be able to detect the indirect association 

between marker locus and disease phenotype. 
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Power of genetic association studies 

• Broadly speaking, association studies are sufficiently powerful only for 

common causal variants.  

• The threshold for common depends on sample and effect sizes as well as 

marker frequencies, but as a rough guide the minor-allele frequency might 

need to be above 5%.  

• The common disease / common variant (CDCV) hypothesis argues that 

genetic variations with appreciable frequency in the population at large, 

but relatively low ‘penetrance’ (or the probability that a carrier of the 

relevant variants will express the disease), are the major contributors to 

genetic susceptibility to common diseases.  

- If multiple rare genetic variants were the primary cause of common 

complex disease, association studies would have little power to detect 

them; particularly if allelic heterogeneity existed.  

- The major proponents of the CDCV were the movers and shakers 

behind the HapMap and large-scale association studies 
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Power of genetic association studies 

• The competing hypothesis is cleverly the Common Disease-Rare Variant 

(CDRV) hypothesis. It argues that multiple rare DNA sequence variations, 

each with relatively high penetrance, are the major contributors to genetic 

susceptibility to common diseases.  

• Although some common variants that underlie complex diseases have been 

identified, and given the recent huge financial and scientific investment in 

GWA, there is no longer a great deal of evidence in support of the CDCV 

hypothesis and much of it is equivocal... 

• Both CDCV and CDRV hypotheses have their place in current research 

efforts. 
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Power of genetic association studies

Which gene hunting method is most 

likely to give success? 
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Power of genetic association studies

Which gene hunting method is most 

 

 

 

• Monogenic “Mendelian” diseases

- Rare disease 

- Rare variants

� Highly penetrant

• Complex diseases

- Rare/common disease

- Rare/common variants

� Variable penetrance

(Slide: courtesy of Matt McQueen)

based genetic association studies 
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Monogenic “Mendelian” diseases 

 

Rare variants 

penetrant 

Complex diseases 

Rare/common disease 

Rare/common variants 

Variable penetrance 

 

(Slide: courtesy of Matt McQueen) 
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Power of genetic association studies 

• Many genome scientists are turning back to study rare disorders that are 

traceable to defects in single genes, and whose causes have remained a 

mystery. 

• The change is partly a result of frustration with the disappointing results of 

genome-wide association studies (GWAS). Rather than sequencing whole 

genomes, GWAS studies examine a subset of DNA variants in thousands of 

unrelated people with common diseases. Now, however, sequencing costs 

are dropping, and whole genome sequences can quickly provide in-depth 

information about individuals, enabling scientists to locate genetic 

mutations that underlie rare diseases by sequencing a handful of people. 

 
(Nature News: Published online 22 September 2009 | 461, 459 (2009) | 

doi:10.1038/461458a) 
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(A and B) Histograms of susceptibility allele frequency and MAF, respectively, 

at confirmed susceptibility loci. 
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(C) Histogram of estimated ORs (estimate of genetic effect size) at confirmed 

susceptibility loci. (D) Plot of estimated OR against susceptibility allele 

frequency at confirmed susceptibility loci.                                                (Iles 2008) 
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Factors influencing consistency of gene-disease associations 

• Variables affecting inferences from experimental studies: 

- In vitro or in vivo system studied 

- Cell type studied 

- Cultured versus fresh cells studied 

- Genetic background of the system 

- DNA constructs 

- DNA segments that are included in functional (for example, expression) 

constructs 

- Use of additional promoter or enhancer elements 

- Exposures 

- Use of compounds that induce or repress expression 

- Influence of diet or other exposures on animal studies 
(Rebbeck et al 2004) 
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Factors influencing consistency of gene-disease associations 

• Variables affecting epidemiological inferences: 

- Inclusion/exclusion criteria for study subject selection 

- Sample size and statistical power 

- Candidate gene choice 

- A biologically plausible candidate gene 

- Functional relevance of the candidate genetic variant 

- Frequency of allelic variant 

- Statistical analysis 

- Consideration of confounding variables, including ethincity, gender or 

age. 

- Whether an appropriate statistical model was applied (for example, 

were interactions 

- considered in addition to main effects of genes?) 

- Violation of model assumptions 
(Rebbeck et al 2004) 
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2 Preliminary analyses 

2.a Introduction  

2.b Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 

2.c Missing genotype data 

2.d Haplotype and genotype data 

Measures of LD and estimates of recombination rates 

2.e SNP tagging 
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2.a Introduction  

• Pre-analysis techniques often performed include: 

- testing for Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) 

- strategies to select a good subset of the available SNPs (‘tag’ SNPs) 

- inferring haplotypes from genotypes. 

• Data quality is of paramount importance, and data should be checked 

thoroughly before other analyses are started. 

• Data should be checked for  

- batch or study-centre effects,   

- for unusual patterns of missing data, 

- for genotyping errors. 
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Introduction 

• Recall that genotype data are not raw data: 

- Genotypes have been derived from raw data using particular software 

tools, one being more sensitive than the other …. 

• For instance, SNP quality control involves assessing 

- missing data rates,  

- Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE),  

- allele frequencies,  

- Mendelian inconsistencies (using family-data) 

- sample heterozygosity, … 
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(using dbGaP association browser tools) 
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2.b Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 

• Deviations from HWE can be due to inbreeding, population stratification or 

selection. 

• Researchers have tested for HWE primarily as a data quality check and have 

discarded loci that, for example, deviate from HWE among controls at 

significance level α = 10
−3

 or 10
−4

. 

• Deviations from HWE can also be a symptom of disease association. 

• So the possibility that a deviation from HWE is due to a deletion 

polymorphism or a segmental duplication that could be important in 

disease causation should certainly be considered before simply discarding 

loci… 
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Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium testing 

• Testing for deviations from HWE can be carried out using a Pearson 

goodness-of-fit test, often known simply as ‘the χ2 test’ because the test 

statistic has approximately a χ2 null distribution.  

• There are many different χ2 tests. The Pearson test is easy to compute, but 

the χ2 approximation can be poor when there are low genotype counts, in 

which case it is better to use a Fisher exact test. 

• Fisher exact test does not rely on the χ2 approximation.  

• The open-source data-analysis software R  has an R genetics package that 

implements both Pearson and Fisher tests of HWE 
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Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium interpretation of test results 

 

• A useful tool for interpreting the 

results of HWE and other tests on 

many SNPs is the log quantile–

quantile (QQ) p-value plot: the 

negative logarithm of the i-th 

smallest p-value is plotted against 

−log (i / (L + 1)), where L is the 

number of SNPs.  

• Deviations from the y = x line 

correspond to loci that deviate 

from the null hypothesis. 
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Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium interpretation of test results 

 

• The close adherence of p-values to 

the black line over most of the 

range is encouraging as it implies 

that there are few systematic 

sources of spurious association.  

• The plot is suggestive of multiple 

weak associations, but the 

deviation of observed small p-

values from the null line is unlikely 

to be sufficient to reach a 

reasonable criterion of 

significance. 
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2.c Missing genotype data 

Introduction 

• For single-SNP analyses

• , if a few genotypes are missing there is not much problem.  

• For multipoint SNP analyses, missing data can be more problematic 

because many individuals might have one or more missing genotypes. One 

convenient solution is data imputation 

• Data imputation involves replacing missing genotypes with predicted values 

that are based on the observed genotypes at neighbouring SNPs.  

• For tightly linked markers data imputation can be reliable, can simplify 

analyses and allows better use of the observed data. 

• For not tightly linked markers? 
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Introduction  

• Imputation methods either seek a best prediction of a missing genotype, 

such as a  

- maximum-likelihood estimate (single imputation), or  

- randomly select it from a probability distribution (multiple 

imputations). 

• The advantage of the latter approach is that repetitions of the random 

selection can allow averaging of results or investigation of the effects of the 

imputation on resulting analyses. 

• Beware of settings in which cases are collected differently from controls. 

These can lead to differential rates of missingness even if genotyping is 

carried out blind to case-control status. 

- One way to check differential missingness rates is to code all observed 

genotypes as 1 and unobserved genotypes as 0 and to test for 

association of this variable with case-control status … 
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2.d Haplotype and genotype data

Introduction 

• Underlying an individual’s genotypes at multiple tightly linked SNPs are the 

two haplotypes, each containing alleles from one parent.

• Analyses based on phased haplotype data rather than unphased genotypes 

may be quite powerful… 

 

       Test 1 vs. 2 for M1:   

       Test 1 vs. 2 for M2:   

       Test haplotype H1 vs. a

• If DSL located at a marker, haplotype testing can be 
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Haplotype and genotype data 

Underlying an individual’s genotypes at multiple tightly linked SNPs are the 

two haplotypes, each containing alleles from one parent. 

Analyses based on phased haplotype data rather than unphased genotypes 

…  

 

                       D + d vs. d 

                       D + d vs. d 

Test haplotype H1 vs. all others:    D vs. d 

f DSL located at a marker, haplotype testing can be less powerful

based genetic association studies 
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Underlying an individual’s genotypes at multiple tightly linked SNPs are the 

 

Analyses based on phased haplotype data rather than unphased genotypes 

less powerful 
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Inferring haplotypes 

• Direct, laboratory-based haplotyping or typing further family members to 

infer the unknown phase are expensive ways to obtain haplotypes. 

Fortunately, there are statistical methods for inferring haplotypes and 

population haplotype frequencies from the genotypes of unrelated 

individuals.  

• These methods, and the software that implements them, rely on the fact 

that in regions of low recombination relatively few of the possible 

haplotypes will actually be observed in any population.  

• These programs generally perform well, given high SNP density and not too 

much missing data.  
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Inferring haplotypes 

• Software:  

- SNPHAP is simple and fast, whereas PHASE tends to be more accurate 

but comes at greater computational cost.  

- FASTPHASE is nearly as accurate as PHASE but much faster.  

• Whatever software is used, remember that true haplotypes are more 

informative than genotypes. 

• Inferred haplotypes are typically less informative because of uncertain 

phasing.  

- The information loss that arises from phasing is small when linkage 

disequilibrium (LD) is strong. 
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Measures of LD  

• LD will remain crucial to the design of association studies until whole-

genome resequencing becomes routinely available. Currently, few of the 

more than 10 million common human polymorphisms are typed in any 

given study.  

• If a causal polymorphism is not genotyped, we can still hope to detect its 

effects through LD with polymorphisms that are typed (key principle behind 

doing genetic association analysis …).  

• Hence, to assess the power of a study design to achieve this, we need to 

measure LD.  
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Measures of LD: D’ 

• LD is a non-quantitative phenomenon: there is no natural scale for 

measuring it.  

• Among the measures that have been proposed for two-locus haplotype 

data, the two most important are D’ (Lewontin’s D prime) and r
2
 (the 

square correlation coefficient between the two loci under study). 

• The measure D is defined as the difference between the observed and 

expected (under the null hypothesis of independence) proportion of 

haplotypes bearing specific alleles at two loci: pAB - pA pB 

  

 A a 

B pAB paB 

 b pAb pab 

• D’ is D/Dmax 
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Properties for D’ 

 

• D’ is sensitive to even a few recombinations between the loci  

• A disadvantage of D’ is that it can be large (indicating high LD) even when 

one allele is very rare, which is usually of little practical interest. 

• D’ is inflated in small samples; the degree of bias will be greater for SNPs 

with rare alleles. 

• So, the interpretation of values of D’ < 1 is problematic, and values are 

difficult to compare between different samples because of the dependence 

on sample size. 
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Measures of LD: r
2
  

• r
2 

is defined as  

 
Properties for r

2
 

 

• In contrast to D’, r
2
 is highly dependent upon allele frequency, and can be 

difficult to interpret when loci differ in their allele frequencies 

• However, r
2
 has desirable sampling properties, is directly related to the 

amount of information provided by one locus about the other, and is 

particularly useful in evolutionary and population genetics applications.  

• Specifically, sample size must be increased by a factor of 1/r
2
 to detect an 

unmeasured variant, compared with the sample size for testing the variant 

itself. 
(Jorgenson and Witte 2006) 
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1.e SNP tagging 

Introduction 

 

• Tagging refers to methods to select a minimal number of SNPs that retain 

as much as possible of the genetic variation of the full SNP set. 

• Simple pairwise methods discard one (preferably that with most missing 

values) of every pair of SNPs with, say, r
2
 > 0.9.  

• More sophisticated methods can be more efficient, but the most efficient 

tagging strategy will depend on the statistical analysis to be used 

afterwards.  

• In practice, tagging is only effective in capturing common variants. 
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Two good reasons for tagging 

 

• The first principal use for tagging is to select a ‘good’ subset of SNPs to be 

typed in all the study individuals from an extensive SNP set that has been 

typed in just a few individuals.  

- Until recently, this was frequently a laborious step in study design, but 

the International HapMap Project and related projects now allow 

selection of tag SNPs on the basis of publicly available data.  

- However, the population that underlies a particular study will typically 

differ from the populations for which public data are available, and a 

set of tag SNPs that have been selected in one population might 

perform poorly in another.  

- Nevertheless, recent studies indicate that tag SNPs often transfer well 

across populations 
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Two good reasons for tagging 

 

• The second use for tagging is to select for analysis a subset of SNPs that 

have already been typed in all the study individuals.  

• Although it is undesirable to discard available information, the amount of 

information lost might be small (at least, that is what is aimed for when 

applying SNP tagging algorithms).  

• Reducing the SNP set can simplify analyses and lead to more statistical 

power by reducing the degrees of freedom (df) of a test.   
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3 Tests of association: single SNP 

Introduction 

 

• Population association studies compare unrelated individuals, but 

‘unrelated’ actually means that relationships are unknown and presumed to 

be distant.  

• Therefore, we cannot trace transmissions of phenotype over generations 

and must rely on correlations of current phenotype with current marker 

alleles.  

• Such a correlation might be generated (but is not necessarily generated) by 

one or more groups of cases that share a relatively recent common 

ancestor at a causal locus.  
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A toy example  

  
(Li 2007) 
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A toy example 

• A Pearson’s test is a summary of discrepancy between the observed (O) and 

expected (E) genotype/allele count: 

�� �  � ��� 	  
���


���
  

 

• For any �� distributed test statistic with df degrees of freedom, one can 

decompose it to two �� distributed test statistics with df 1 and df 2 degrees 

of freedom and their sum df 1 þ df 2 is equal to df. 

• For example, the test statistic in the genotype based test (GBT) can be 

decomposed to two ��distributed values each with one degree of freedom.  

• One of them is the test statistic in a commonly used test called Conchran–

Armitage test (CAT).  
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A toy example 

- CAT tests whether log(r), where r is the (number of cases)/(number of 

cases + number of controls) ratio, changes linearly with the AA, AB, BB 

genotype with a non-zero slope.  

- Note that since AB is positioned between AA and BB genotype, the 

genotype is not just a categorical variable, but an ordered categorical 

variable.  

- Also note that although CAT is genotype based, its value is closer to the 

allele-based ABT test statistic. 
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A toy example: testing 
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A toy example: testing 

• What is the effect of choosing a different genetic model? 

• What is the effect of choosing a genotype test versus an allelic test? 

• Are allelic tests always applicable? 

• When do you expect the largest differences between Pearson’s chi-square 

and Fisher’s exact test? 

• What is the effect of doubling the sample size on these tests? 

• How can you protect yourself against uncertain disease models? 
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A toy example: estimation 
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A toy example: estimation 

• Will all packages give you the same output when estimating odds ratios 

with confidence intervals, assuming the data and the significance level are 

the same? 

• What is the effect of decreasing the significance level? 

• What is the effect of doubling the sample size?  
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Example R code to perform small-scale analyses using GENETICS 
 

library(DGCgenetics) 

library(dgc.genetics) 

casecon <- read.table("casecondata.txt",header=T) 

casecon[1:2,] 

attach(casecon) 

pedigree 

case <- affected-1 

case 

g1 <- genotype(loc1_1,loc1_2) 

g1 <- genotype(loc2_1,loc2_2) 

g1 <- genotype(loc3_1,loc3_2) 

g1 <- genotype(loc1_1,loc1_2) 

g2 <- genotype(loc2_1,loc2_2) 

g3 <- genotype(loc3_1,loc3_2) 

g4 <- genotype(loc4_1,loc4_2) 

g1 
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table(g1,case) 

chisq.test(g1,case) 

allele.table(g1,case) 

gcontrasts(g1) <- "genotype" 

names(casecon) 

help(gcontrasts) 

logit(case~g1) 

anova(logit(case~g1)) 

1-pchisq(18.49,2) 

gcontrasts(g1) <- "genotype" 

gcontrasts(g3) <- "genotype" 

logit(case~g1+g3) 

anova(logit(case~g1+g3))                    # This is in fact already a multiple SNP analysis 

gcontrasts(g1) <- "genotype"             # But you can see how easy it is within a  

gcontrasts(g3) <- "additive"                # regression framework 

logit(case~g1+g3) 

anova(logit(case~g1+g3)) 

detach(casecon)  
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Example R code to perform small-scale analyses using SNPassoc  

#Let's load library SNPassoc 

library(SNPassoc) 

#get the data example: 

#both data.frames SNPs and SNPs.info.pos are loaded typing data(SNPs) 

data(SNPs) 

#look at the data (only first four SNPs) 

SNPs[1:10,1:9] 

table(SNPs[,2]) 

mySNP<-snp(SNPs$snp10001,sep="") 

mySNP 

summary(mySNP) 
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plot(mySNP,label="snp10001",col="darkgreen")  
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plot(mySNP,type=pie,label="snp10001",col=c("darkgreen","yellow","red"))  
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Example R code to perform small-scale analyses using SNPassoc  

 

reorder(mySNP,ref="minor") 

gg<-

c("het","hom1","hom1","hom1","hom1","hom1","het","het","het","hom1","hom2","hom

1","hom2") 

snp(gg,name.genotypes=c("hom1","het","hom2")) 

myData<-setupSNP(data=SNPs,colSNPs=6:40,sep="") 

myData.o<-setupSNP(SNPs, colSNPs=6:40, sort=TRUE,info=SNPs.info.pos, sep="") 

labels(myData) 

summary(myData) 

plot(myData,which=20)  
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plotMissing(myData)  
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Example R code to perform small-scale analyses using SNPassoc  

res<-tableHWE(myData) 

res 

res<- tableHWE(myData,strata=myData$sex) 

res 

 

What is the difference between the two previous commands?  

Why is the latter analysis important? 
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Example R code to perform GWA using SNPassoc 
 

data(HapMap) 

 

> HapMap[1:4,1:9] 

        id group rs10399749 rs11260616 rs4648633 rs6659552 rs7550396 rs12239794 

rs6688969 

1  NA06985   CEU         CC         AA        TT        GG       GG         GG        CC 

2  NA06993   CEU         CC         AT        CT        CG        GG         GG        CT 

3  NA06994   CEU         CC         AA        TT        CG        GG         GG        CT 

4  NA07000   CEU         CC         AT        TT        GG        GG       <NA>      CC 

 

myDat.HapMap<-setupSNP(HapMap, colSNPs=3:9307, sort =  

TRUE,info=HapMap.SNPs.pos, sep="") 

 

> HapMap.SNPs.pos[1:3,] 

         snp chromosome position 

1 rs10399749       chr1    45162 

2 rs11260616       chr1  1794167 

3  rs4648633        chr1  2352864 
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Example R code to perform GWA using SNPassoc 
 

resHapMap<-WGassociation(group, data=myDat.HapMap, model="log-add") 

plot(resHapMap, whole=FALSE, print.label.SNPs = FALSE) 

 

> summary(resHapMap) 

SNPs (n) Genot error (%) Monomorphic (%) Significant* (n)  (%) 

chr1       796             3.8            18.6              163 20.5 

chr2       789             4.2            13.9              161 20.4 

chr3       648             5.2            13.0              132 20.4 
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plot(resHapMap, whole=TRUE, print.label.SNPs = FALSE)   
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Example R code to perform GWA using SNPassoc 
 

resHapMap.scan<-scanWGassociation(group, data=myDat.HapMap, model="log-add") 

resHapMap.perm<-scanWGassociation(group, data=myDat.HapMap,model="log-add", 

nperm=1000) 

res.perm<- permTest(resHapMap.perm) 

 

• Check out the SNPassoc manual (supporting document to R package) to 

read more about the analytical methods used  
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Example R code to perform GWA using SNPassoc 
 

> print(resHapMap.scan[1:5,]) 

           comments    log-additive 

rs10399749 Monomorphic -            

rs11260616 -           0.34480      

rs4648633  -           0.00000      

rs6659552  -           0.00000      

rs7550396  -           0.31731      

> print(resHapMap.perm[1:5,]) 

           comments    log-additive 

rs10399749 Monomorphic -            

rs11260616 -           0.34480      

rs4648633  -           0.00000      

rs6659552  -           0.00000      

rs7550396  -           0.31731      

 

perms <- attr(resHapMap.perm, "pvalPerm")   #what does this object contain?  
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Example R code to perform GWA using SNPassoc 
 

> print(res.perm) 

 

Permutation test analysis (95% confidence level)  

------------------------------------------------  

Number of SNPs analyzed:  9305  

Number of valid SNPs (e.g., non-Monomorphic and passing calling rate):  7320  

P value after Bonferroni correction:  6.83e-06  

 

P values based on permutation procedure:  

P value from empirical distribution of minimum p values:  2.883e-05  

P value assuming a Beta distribution for minimum p values:  2.445e-05  
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plot(res.perm)  
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Example R code to perform GWA using SNPassoc 

 

res.perm.rtp<- permTest(resHapMap.perm,method="rtp",K=20) 

> print(res.perm.rtp) 

 

Permutation test analysis (95% confidence level)  

------------------------------------------------  

Number of SNPs analyzed:  9305  

Number of valid SNPs (e.g., non-Monomorphic and passing calling rate):  

7320  

P value after Bonferroni correction:  6.83e-06  

 

Rank truncated product of the K=20 most significant p-values: 

Product of K p-values (-log scale):  947.2055  

Significance:  <0.001   
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Example R code to perform a variety of medium/large-scale analyses using 

SNPassoc 
 

getSignificantSNPs(resHapMap,chromosome=5) 

association(casco~snp(snp10001,sep=""), data=SNPs) 

myData<-setupSNP(data=SNPs,colSNPs=6:40,sep="") 

association(casco~snp10001, data=myData) 

association(casco~snp10001, data=myData, model=c("cod","log")) 

association(casco~sex+snp10001+blood.pre, data=myData) 

association(casco~snp10001+blood.pre+strata(sex), data=myData) 

association(casco~snp10001+blood.pre, data=myData,subset=sex=="Male") 

association(log(protein)~snp100029+blood.pre+strata(sex), data=myData) 

ans<-association(log(protein)~snp10001*sex+blood.pre, 

data=myData,model="codominant") 

print(ans,dig=2) 

ans<-association(log(protein)~snp10001*factor(recessive(snp100019))+blood.pre, 

data=myData, model="codominant") 

print(ans,dig=2)  
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sigSNPs<-getSignificantSNPs(resHapMap,chromosome=5,sig=5e-8)$column 

myDat2<-setupSNP(HapMap, colSNPs=sigSNPs, sep="") 

resHapMap2<-WGassociation(group~1, data=myDat2) 

plot(resHapMap2,cex=0.8)  
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4 Tests of association: multiple SNPs 

Introduction 

• Choices to be made: 

- Enter multiple markers in one model 

� Analyze the markers as independent contributors (see earlier 

example R code) 

� Analyze the markers as potentially interacting (see Chapter 9) 

- Construct haplotypes from multiple tightly linked markers and analyze 

accordingly 

• All these analyses are easily performed in a “regression” context 

- In particular, for case / control data, logistic regression is used, where 

disease status is regressed on genetic predictors 
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Example R code using SNPassoc 

 

datSNP<-setupSNP(SNPs,6:40,sep="") 

tag.SNPs<-c("snp100019", "snp10001", "snp100029") 

geno<-make.geno(datSNP,tag.SNPs) 

mod<-

haplo.glm(log(protein)~geno,data=SNPs,family=gaussian,locus.label=tag.SNPs,allele.lev=at

tributes(geno)$unique.alleles, 

control = haplo.glm.control(haplo.freq.min=0.05)) 

mod 

intervals(mod) 

ansCod<-interactionPval(log(protein)~sex, data=myData.o,model="codominant") 
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                                                            plot(ansCod)  
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5 Dealing with population stratification 

5.a Spurious associations 

 

• Methods to deal with spurious associations generated by population 

structure generally require a number (preferably >100) of widely spaced 

null SNPs that have been genotyped in cases and controls in addition to the 

candidate SNPs.  
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5.b Genomic Control  

• In Genomic Control (GC), a 1-df association test statistic (usually, CAT) is 

computed at each of the null SNPs, and a parameter λ is calculated as the 

empirical median divided by its expectation under the chi-squared 1-df 

distribution. 

• Then the association test is applied at the candidate SNPs, and if λ > 1 the 

test statistics are divided by λ.  

• There is an analogous procedure for a general (2 df) test; The method can 

also be applied to other testing approaches. 

• The motivation for GC is that, as we expect few if any of the null SNPs to be 

associated with the phenotype, a value of λ > 1 is likely to be due to the 

effect of population stratification, and dividing by λ cancels this effect for 

the candidate SNPs.  

• GC performs well under many scenarios, but can be conservative in 

extreme settings (and anti-conservative if insufficient null SNPs are used). 
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5.c Structured Association methods 

• Structured association (SA) approaches are based on the idea of attributing 

the genomes of study individuals to hypothetical subpopulations, and 

testing for association that is conditional on this subpopulation allocation.  

• These approaches are computationally demanding, and because the notion 

of subpopulation is a theoretical construct that only imperfectly reflects 

reality, the question of the correct number of subpopulations can never be 

fully resolved…. 
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5.d Other approaches to handle the effects of population 

substructure 

Include extra covariates in regression models used for association 

modeling/testing 

 

• Null SNPs can mitigate the effects of population structure when included as 

covariates in regression analyses.  

• Like GC, this approach does not explicitly model the population structure 

and is computationally fast, but it is much more flexible than GC because 

epistatic and covariate effects can be included in the regression model.  

• Empirically, the logistic regression approaches show greater power than GC, 

but their type-1 error rate must be determined through simulation.  

• Simulations can be quite intensive! How many replicates are sufficient? 
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Principal components analysis 

 

• When many null markers are available, principal components analysis 

provides a fast and effective way to diagnose population structure.  

• In European data, the first 2 principal components nicely reflect the N-S and 

E-W axes  

 

Unrelateds are “distantly” related 

 

• Alternatively, a mixed-model approach that involves estimated kinship, 

with or without an explicit subpopulation effect, has recently been found to 

outperform GC in many settings.  

• Given large numbers of null SNPs, it becomes possible to make precise 

statements about the (distant) relatedness of individuals in a study so that 

in theory it should be possible to provide a complete solution to the 

problem of population stratification. 
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6 Multiple testing 

6.a General setting 

Introduction 

• Multiple testing is a thorny issue, the bane of statistical genetics.  

- The problem is not really the number of tests that are carried out: even 

if a researcher only tests one SNP for one phenotype, if many other 

researchers do the same and the nominally significant associations are 

reported, there will be a problem of false positives.  

• The genome is large and includes many polymorphic variants and many 

possible disease models. Therefore, any given variant (or set of variants) is 

highly unlikely, a priori, to be causally associated with any given phenotype 

under the assumed model. 

• So strong evidence is required to overcome the appropriate scepticism 

about an association.  
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6.b Controlling the overall type I error 

 

Frequentist paradigm 

 

• The frequentist paradigm of controlling the overall type-1 error rate sets a 

significance level α (often 5%), and all the tests that the investigator plans 

to conduct should together generate no more than probability α of a false 

positive.  

• In complex study designs, which involve, for example, multiple stages and 

interim analyses, this can be difficult to implement, in part because it was 

the analysis that was planned by the investigator that matters, not only the 

analyses that were actually conducted.  
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Frequentist paradigm  

 

• In simple settings the frequentist approach gives a practical prescription: 

- if n SNPs are tested and the tests are approximately independent, the 

appropriate per-SNP significance level α′ should satisfy  

 

α = 1 − (1 − α′)n, 

 

which leads to the Bonferroni correction α′ ≈ α / n.  

• For example, to achieve α = 5% over 1 million independent tests means that 

we must set α′ = 5 × 10
–8

. However, the effective number of independent 

tests in a genome-wide analysis depends on many factors, including sample 

size and the test that is carried out.  
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When markers (and hence tests) are tightly linked 

 

• For tightly linked SNPs, the Bonferroni correction is conservative.  

• A practical alternative is to approximate the type-I error rate using a 

permutation procedure.  

- Here, the genotype data are retained but the phenotype labels are 

randomized over individuals to generate a data set that has the 

observed LD structure but that satisfies the null hypothesis of no 

association with phenotype.  

- By analysing many such data sets, the false-positive rate can be 

approximated.  

- The method is conceptually simple but can be computationally 

demanding, particularly as it is specific to a particular data set and the 

whole procedure has to be repeated if other data are considered. 
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The 5% magic percentage 

 

• Although the 5% global error rate is widely used in science, it is 

inappropriately conservative for large-scale SNP-association studies:  

- Most researchers would accept a higher risk of a false positive in return 

for greater power.  

• There is no “rule” saying that the 5% value cannot be relaxed, but another 

approach is to monitor the false discovery rate (FDR) instead 

• The FDR refers to the proportion of false positive test results among all 

positives.  
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FDR control 

 

• In particular, 

 
(Benjamini and Hochberg 1995: FDR=E(Q); Q=V/R when R>0 and Q=0 when R=0) 
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FDR control  

 

• FDR measures come in different shapes and flavor. 

- But under the null hypothesis of no association, p-values should be 

uniformly distributed between 0 and 1;  

- FDR methods typically consider the actual distribution as a mixture of 

outcomes under the null (uniform distribution of p-values) and 

alternative (P-value distribution skewed towards zero) hypotheses. 

- Assumptions about the alternative hypothesis might be required for the 

most powerful methods, but the simplest procedures avoid making 

these explicit assumptions.  
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Cautionary note 

 

• The usual frequentist approach to multiple testing has a serious drawback 

in that researchers might be discouraged from carrying out additional 

analyses beyond single-SNP tests, even though these might reveal 

interesting associations, because all their analyses would then suffer a 

multiple-testing penalty. 

• It is a matter of common sense that expensive and hard-won data should 

be investigated exhaustively for possible patterns of association. 

• Although the frequentist paradigm is convenient in simple settings, strict 

adherence to it can be dangerous: true associations may be missed!  

- Under the Bayesian approach, there is no penalty for analysing data 

exhaustively because the prior probability of an association should not 

be affected by what tests the investigator chooses to carry out. 
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Example R code using SNPassoc 

 

myData<-setupSNP(SNPs, colSNPs=6:40, sep="") 

myData.o<-setupSNP(SNPs, colSNPs=6:40, sort=TRUE,info=SNPs.info.pos, sep="") 

ans<-WGassociation(protein~1,data=myData.o) 

library(Hmisc) 

SNP<-pvalues(ans) 

out<-latex(SNP,file="c:/temp/ans1.tex", where="'h",caption="Summary of case-control 

study for SNPs data set.",center="centering", longtable=TRUE, na.blank=TRUE, 

size="scriptsize", collabel.just=c("c"), lines.page=50,rownamesTexCmd="bfseries") 

WGstats(ans,dig=5) 
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plot(ans) 
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Example R code using SNPassoc 

 

Bonferroni.sig(ans, model="log-add", alpha=0.05,include.all.SNPs=FALSE) 

pvalAdd<-additive(resHapMap) 

pval<-pval[!is.na(pval)] 

library(qvalue) 

qobj<-qvalue(pval) 

max(qobj$qvalues[qobj$pvalues <= 0.001]) 

procs<-c("Bonferroni","Holm","Hochberg","SidakSS","SidakSD","BH","BY") 

res2<-mt.rawp2adjp(rawp,procs) 

mt.reject(cbind(res$rawp,res$adjp),seq(0,0.1,0.001))$r  
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7 Assessing the function of genetic variants 

Criteria for assessing the functional significance of a variant 

 

(Rebbeck et al 2004) 
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8 Proof of concept 
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